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The Impact of Data Today
NE Regional Big Data Innovation Hub

Northeast:
250+ Personnel
100+ Organizations
9 States
Integration of Environmental Factors and Causal Reasoning Approaches for Large-Scale Observational Health Research
A Licensing Model and Ecosystem for Data Sharing
Grand Challenges for Data-Driven Education
Energy Cycle Innovation through Big Data
Cross-Organization Big Data Cyber Attack Awareness (CROSSBAR)

Planning for Privacy and Security in Big Data
Big Data Literacy: Building Capacity for Regional Collaboration in Closing the Big Data Divide
For More Information

Visit our website:
nebigdatahub.org

Email us:
contact@nebigdatahub.org

Follow us on Twitter:
@NeBigDataHub
#BDHubs

The other Hubs:
westbigdatahub.org
midwestbigdatahub.org
southbdhub.org